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08/21/04 
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #52 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 5 – 0115 HOURS 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
With the deselection of bridges from the frag order we hope to have our offensive toward P’yongyang 
on the roll again shortly. Allied gains in the central and eastern ends of the front remain strong. With a 
concerted effort, Wonsan should fall soon. 
 
Objective: 
 
One of the F-16A squadrons down at Kunsan has requested a relief pilot to fill in on their schedule. Our 
squadron commander has elected me as the “traveler” and I’ll be flying a couple missions with our 
friends down south. 
 
The mission is to provide a sweep over the Kaesong area in support of other allied units that continue 
to try to overwhelm DPRK units still moving south toward the beleaguered city: 
 

 
 

 
 
Planning/preflight: 
 
For this mission we will be flying lead on a 4-ship flight of F-16As. The good news is that the squadron 
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in Kunsan has a wealth (thanks Joker!) of AMRAAMs unlike the squadrons at Seoul and Osan: 
 

 
 
DPRK air activity has once again been on the increase as their supply situation seems to have kicked in. 
The intel map shows a steadily rising DPRK/PRC inventory, which could signal an increase in offensive 
tempo in their operations: 
 

 
 
Debrief: 
 
Departing Kunsan I’m very happy to have some AMRAAMs slung under the wings for once: 
 

 
 
While climbing out I notice that Kunsan’s runways aren’t exactly in the best shape, with several small 
craters on one and large chunks of damage on the other: 
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I pull up the HSD and can see we have a bit longer of a haul to the sweep area, which is why we are 
taking the external tanks this time: 
 

 
 
When I query AWACS for an update I’m surprised to find a target off to our left (west) that has snuck 
down over the ocean. Turning to engage I realize immediately based on the detection range that it is 
likely a large bomber: 
 

 
 
Cont… 
 
[ 08-27-2004, 20:26: Message edited by: BeachAV8R ] 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R 
 
Member  
Member # 3055  
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Meanwhile another flight has engaged another Tu-16 which is actually much closer to me and his 
burning carcass arcs across the front of our flight: 
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With high closure it is only a minute or two before the bomber is within range and I launch my first 
AMRAAM: 
 

 
 
That’s a kill! 
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Approaching the sweep area I pull my wingmen into a line abreast formation and they slowly move into 
position: 
 

 
 

 
 
Soon AWACS calls out another contact, left for 25 miles at 3-thousand. I turn left and aim my radar 
scan volume down low and soon pick out the bandit. I wait a few seconds for the high closure to bring 
the bandit into range and fire my second AMRAAM: 
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The victim turns out to be a J-7. Despite his wild maneuvers attempting to shake the long range 
AMRAAM shot the missile proves to be deadly effective: 
 

 
 
Cont… 
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-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 
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Member  
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Elsewhere an allied flight of OH-6s makes their way north on a mission of their own: 
 

 
 
Turning back to the south waiting for more business in the sweep area I can see a gaggle of allied 
aircraft heading north toward my area to engage their ground targets: 
 

 
 
One of the strikers coming north is carrying a couple of JDAMs for delivery: 
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Soon AWACS alerts us to another contact, a lone Tu-16 flying a suicide mission toward the south: 
 

 
 
When in range, showing over 1000 knots of closure, I release AMRAAM number 3: 
 

 
 
The Tu-16 takes the missile on his flank: 
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Just in case the AMRAAM wasn’t a kill shot, I lock up a heater on the target and hold lock until the Tu-
16 explodes into fragments: 
 

 
 
Cont… 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 
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With our flight providing a bit of cover the follow on strike flights start working over a factory in the 
Kaesong area: 
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Orbiting over the Kaesong area I keep a respectful distance from an SA-2 site that keeps peeking up on 
the threat warning receiver. Finally AWACS calls out another lone bandit flying south-bound in an 
attempt to break up the strike flights. Knowing that an F-14 CAP is lying in wait off to our east I plug in 
the burner and streak northbound to make the intercept: 
 

 
 
Unfortunately, despite my haste, one of the F-16 CAP flights gets the kill on the J-7 and again I see the 
smoke trailing behind the target as another “opportunity” goes down in flames: 
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With 6,000 pounds of fuel left I find myself a bit deep into North Korea after my pursuit of the J-7: 
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Cont… 
 
-------------------- 
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AWACS continually responds to my queries for threats with contacts on the nose at ever diminishing 
miles but I can’t seem to locate them with my air-to-air radar. I’m getting frustrated (and nervous) 
when I realize the contacts are in fact on the ground at an airbase below me! 
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With a sudden surge of stupidity I decide to punch of my tanks and strafe the airfield!! 
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Knowing what I’m doing is extremely stupid, I select the ground strafe mode and scream down the 
chute toward the airfield with speedbrakes extended to keep my speed in check. AAA soon opens up on 
me and follow me down as yellow tracers whiz by the cockpit: 
 

 
 

 
 
I’m surprised at the sight picture through the magnified HUD though, I sort of expected to see the 
three MiG-29s parked on the apron. Apparently I dove on the wrong end of the airfield and all that lies 
in my gunsight is a lone J-7! 
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I press the trigger and walk the rounds right up onto the J-7 and then I smack into the ground with a 
huge roar, sliding through the remnants of the destroyed J-7: 
 

 
 
Cont… 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
 

 posted 08-21-2004 21:01                          

Conclusions: 
 
A stupid ending to a stupid attack. Not only did I destroy my airframe and kill myself, I 
probably didn’t impress the squadron commander at Kunsan. 
 
I received a partial failure for the mission with 3 missile kills and a gun kill on the J-7 that I also 
ran into! 
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BeachAV8R 
 
F4/1.08/SP3 
FreeFalcon 2 (can’t remember if it’s 2.1 or 2a..sorry..) 
Aeyes 1600 x 1200 super-pit 
*NEW* Twaelti’s NEW high-resolution tiles! (Awesome!) 
BMS .99 (yes I miss the smoke, but .99 is ROCK, like Prudential ROCK solid) 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

20mm  
Administrator  
Member # 2515  
 

 posted 08-21-2004 22:04                       

Hehe, nice! If you don't mind, I may just steal that phrase, what was it, "sudden surge of stupidity"? 
Fantastic, and I knew when I saw those Mig-29's on the tarmac that you could not resist! 
 
What you may not have known, Comrade Beach, is that those "Migs" were just decoys, placed there to 
entice you to do what you did. Yes, we have your psychological profile down pat! Certainly we did not 
expect you to auger a hole in our beloved DPRK, we thought our gunners were going to do the job 
(they have been disciplined!). But, it turned out the same, yes? 
 
Oh, and that's my airframe going after the factory, good ole number 043 flying out of Osan! I don't 
usually carry JDAMS though, I haven't checked out on them yet. 
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Seriously though, good job! Kind of tough picking the moment to "click the shutter" on some of those 
screen shots, especially the A2A missles, the TU-16 pics are great! 
 
-------------------- 
Pat Tillman (1976-2004): 
4 years Arizona State University, graduated with high honors. 
5 seasons National Football League player, Arizona Cardinals. 
Forever United States Army Ranger. 

From: the great stinking desert | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
 

 posted 08-21-2004 22:11                          

quote: 

Originally posted by 20mm: 
What you may not have known, Comrade Beach, is that those "Migs" were 
just decoys, placed there to entice you to do what you did. 

So they were made out of wood??? Drat...foiled again...   
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

JohnTheLuck  
Member  
Member # 14723  
 

 posted 08-21-2004 22:44                       

He he Beach, welcome back. You know, in every first mission you fly after a long break, you 
could not resist to do, humm, what you said, stupid things !!!  I know you will be more 
disciplined on the next one.  
 
Keep them comming, I can't wait to see your victory. 
 
JTL 

From: Montreal, Canada | Registered: Feb 2003  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
 

 posted 08-21-2004 22:52                          

quote: 

Originally posted by JohnTheLuck: 
You know, in every first mission you fly after a long break, you could not 
resist to do, humm, what you said, stupid things !!!  I know you will be 
more disciplined on the next one.  

Yeah..ain't that the truth? It is a mental illness or something. AIM-9 against a J-11. Guns attack 
on an SA-2 site. Strafing an airfield....I must have the stupid gene embedded in my psyche or 
something..lol.. 
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Once I saw those 3 MiG-29s in the theater-scan view I couldn't resist..hehe...they were begging 
for it! If only I had been in the A-10...  
 

  
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Agent X20  
Member  
Member # 675  
 

 posted 08-22-2004 02:57                          

As soon as I saw the shot of you diving in and the angle of descent plus zoomed view I had a very bad 
feeling... 
 

 
 
It seems old habits die hard eh Beach? LOL 
 
-------------------- 
KiwiSim 'Who said Kiwis couldn't fly?!' 

From: Wellington, New Zealand | Registered: Apr 2000  |  IP: Logged 

JohnTheLuck  
Member  
Member # 14723  
 

 posted 08-22-2004 07:53                       

quote: 

Originally posted by Agent X20: 
As soon as I saw the shot of you diving in and the angle of descent plus 
zoomed view I had a very bad feeling... 
 
It seems old habits die hard eh Beach? LOL 

Like you said in your report #17 : Crusing south I can't help but feel happy with the mission so 
far. Empty racks mean there's little temptation to go Mig hunting "Beach style". !!!   
 
Any way, guys, you make such good reading, please continue to produce them. 
 
JTL 

From: Montreal, Canada | Registered: Feb 2003  |  IP: Logged 

Lawn Dart  
Junior Member  
Member # 20488  

 posted 08-22-2004 10:54                       
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 I go a whole week without a Beach update on the war, and then I get my fix, Kamakazi style! 
Beach, you have taught me so much, but I think I will leave this one to those more, err, ah, 
better pilots, then me.  
Get some payback on 53! 
Thanks for the update. I really do look forward to them all. 
 
-------------------- 
For those with faith, no proof is needed. For those without faith, no proof is enough. 

From: Santa Rosa | Registered: Jul 2004  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
 

 posted 08-22-2004 11:49                          

quote: 

Originally posted by Lawn Dart: 
 
Get some payback on 53! 

You bet! I'm going to be methodical and smart with my next mission   
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

20mm  
Administrator  
Member # 2515  
 

 posted 08-22-2004 12:02                       

quote: 

You bet! I'm going to be methodical and smart with my next mission  

Yes, please come back, we will have many decoys set out for you to choose from. 
 
And, perhaps, some other surprises!  
 
-------------------- 
Pat Tillman (1976-2004): 
4 years Arizona State University, graduated with high honors. 
5 seasons National Football League player, Arizona Cardinals. 
Forever United States Army Ranger. 

From: the great stinking desert | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Agent X20  
Member  
Member # 675  
 

 posted 08-22-2004 22:37                          

quote: 

Originally posted by JohnTheLuck: 
Any way, guys, you make such good reading, please continue to produce them. 
 
JTL 

I will create more - but I'm kinda limited to no more than two a month as each one gets 
hammered for over 1GB traffic usually. Either I spread them out or use less images - and it has 
to be said the last couple have been a bit big! 
 
Still I'm always appreciate of any positive feedback. 
 
And as for old Beach - I think we're going to have to send him back to flight school! 
 
-------------------- 
KiwiSim 'Who said Kiwis couldn't fly?!' 

From: Wellington, New Zealand | Registered: Apr 2000  |  IP: Logged 

Lawn Dart  
Junior Member  
Member # 20488  
 

 posted 08-23-2004 15:25                       

I second that. Agent, Beach, all of those who take the time to post the AAR, helps more then 
you know. I have been saved hours of research and failure, due to this Forum, and the AARs 
found inside. 
I, too, am on day two of my Campaign, and I look forward to every report here to see how the 
war looks from other pilots better then me. It really, really, helps, and gives me some 
confidence. 
 
-------------------- 
For those with faith, no proof is needed. For those without faith, no proof is enough. 

From: Santa Rosa | Registered: Jul 2004  |  IP: Logged 
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Harry-the-Ruskie  
Member  
Member # 9822  
 

 posted 08-25-2004 00:49                       

Beach, the Hotdog flyer. 
 
"Hard-deck my a**. Jester's mine." 
 

 
 
-------------------- 
A Sopwith Camel is like a moody wife. Loved for its sensitivity, but punishing at the slightest 
lapse of attention. 

From: Malaysia | Registered: Mar 2002  |  IP: Logged 

Charlie901  
Member  
Member # 5758  
 

 posted 08-29-2004 00:53                       

Great stuff Beach, keep e'm comming  

From: Ft. Lauderdale, Florida | Registered: Jul 2001  |  IP: Logged 

All times are Eastern Time Zone  
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